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(R2) 15:00 STRATFORD, 2m 2f 148y 

Euan Robertson Memorial Novices' Handicap Hurdle (Class 5) (3YO plus) 

No Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 0/344-70 GINGE DE SOPHIA (IRE) 81 
b m Presenting - Me Grannys Endoors

5 11 - 13t Jamie Bargary
N A Twiston-Davies

101

Jockey Colours: Royal blue, red star, diabolo on sleeves and star on cap
Timeform says: Has ability to unlock but it's proving difficult, no impression on either outing
in handicaps. Returns from a break with her stable in good order, though.  (Forecast
23.00)

Notes: 

2 656- BROADWAY DREAMS 320 (18F) 
b g Oasis Dream - Rosa Eglanteria

4 11 - 12 P K Donovan (7)
M Blake

100

Jockey Colours: Black and pink diabolo, pink sleeves, black armlets, black and pink quartered cap
Timeform says: Showed glimmers of promise in juvenile hurdles last winter but it seems that
the handicapper has more or less assessed him on Flat form, arriving here fit from a spin in
that discipline recently.  (Forecast 15.00)

Notes: 

3 544945- NEETSIDE (IRE) 178 
b m Getaway - Lady Wagtail

6 11 - 10t David Noonan
David Dennis

98

Jockey Colours: Dark blue, white cross belts, white cap, dark blue star
Timeform says: Yet to make a serious impact in handicap hurdles despite travelling as if
there's more in the locker at some stage and she'll probably need this seasonal debut,
anyway.  (Forecast 21.00)

Notes: 

4 2P/P77F PRESENTING STREAK (IRE) 18 CD 
b g Presenting - Kuwalla

9 11 - 9 Mitchell Bastyan (5)
P Winks

97

Jockey Colours: Black, red hoops and armlets
Timeform says: Dual chaser winner in summer 2016. First real sign of retaining ability since
returning from absence when seventh of 11 in Uttoxeter handicap hurdle last month, then fell
early next time.  (Forecast 29.00)

Notes: 

5 5-59232 NEVER A WORD (USA) 9 BF 
br g Lonhro - Janetstickettocats

4 11 - 9tp Ross Turner (7)
Oliver Greenall

97

Jockey Colours: Pink and dark blue diamonds, dark blue sleeves, pink armlets, pink cap, dark blue
diamond
Timeform says: Just a modest maiden but he does arrive on the back of some respectable
placed efforts, making the running when second at Bangor 9 days ago. Taking his racing well
at the minute.  (Forecast 5.50)

Notes: 

6 862-497 THE GRINDER (IRE) 91 
b g Arcadio - Bincas Beauty

6 11 - 7 Joshua Moore
Nick Kent

95

Jockey Colours: Grey, maroon seams, maroon sleeves, grey seams, grey cap, maroon star
Timeform says: Still a maiden and ran terribly at Market Rasen when last seen 3 months
ago, so hard to make a case for even if his mark has become appealing.  (Forecast
21.00)

Notes: 

7 506647/ TWYCROSS WARRIOR 691 
b g Cockney Rebel - Gaelic Roulette

6 11 - 7 James Nixon (7)
R Dickin

95

Jockey Colours: Orange, emerald green sash, emerald green and white check sleeves and cap
Timeform says: Only showed modest form in 2016 and has a lengthy absence to overcome,
but at least the handicapper has given him some leeway. Has had a wind operation.
(Forecast 34.00)

Notes: 
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8 54/9123 HOPONANDSEE 16 
b m Nomadic Way - Jago's Girl

7 11 - 6 Sam Twiston-Davies
N A Twiston-Davies

94

Jockey Colours: Dark blue, pink stars, striped sleeves and cap
Timeform says: Failed to justify support on June's stable debut but made no mistake at
Newton Abbot 2 months later. Bang in form since and has a fitness edge on some, so could
well get back to winning ways,  (Forecast 5.00)

Notes: 

9 8009- HEAD LAD (FR) 181 
b g Linda's Lad - Orabelle

5 11 - 2 Aidan Coleman
Jonjo O'Neill

90

Jockey Colours: Black, orange hoop
Timeform says: Little impact in maiden/novice hurdles earlier in the year, but he's a good
looker who cost €42,000 as a store, so wouldn't be a surprise if he upped his game now
handicapping.  (Forecast 11.00)

Notes: 

10 585- MARONETTE 189 
b m Milan - Wyldello

5 11 - 2 Alan Johns
Tim Vaughan

90

Jockey Colours: Maroon, light blue and brown hooped sleeves, quartered cap
Timeform says: No show first 3 starts over hurdles, faced with testing conditions on a couple
of occasions, but she's been handed quite a lowly mark as a result and she's bred to do
much better.   (Forecast 19.00)

Notes: 

11 6/547-34 TURNBURY 12 
b g Azamour - Scottish Heights

7 10 - 10p Robert Williams (3)
Mrs N S Evans

84

Jockey Colours: Orange, grey star
Timeform says: Has belatedly dropped to a reasonable mark and proved he retains ability
with a creditable fourth over C&D recently. Still looks vulnerable, though.  (Forecast
15.00)

Notes: 

12 349452 GAELIC FLOW 39 
ch g With The Flow - Gaelic Lime

7 10 - 0 Bryony Frost (3)
C J Down

74

Jockey Colours: Emerald green, white chevron, royal blue sleeves, emerald green armlets, emerald
green and royal blue quartered cap
Timeform says: Maiden who was quickly back to form when runner-up at Worcester
recently, so despite his obvious limitations, can't be ruled out in a race where a lot of others
have questions to answer.  (Forecast 6.00)

Notes: 

TIMEFORM VIEW: HOPONANDSEE is still lightly raced for Nigel Twiston-Davies and arrives at the
top of her game, so she's a fairly straightforward choice to get back to winning ways up against several
reappearing rivals. Never A Word is the other form choice, while Head Lad could well prove better than
a mark of 90 in time.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: HOPONANDSEE (8) 
2: NEVER A WORD (5) 
3: HEAD LAD (9)


